
   

 

Message sent from Olathe Public Schools 

  

Parents and Students: 

We will start sizing students for concert uniforms this week during class. As a reminder, the district 

supplies concert dresses and concert tuxes for us as part of our uniform.  Students will need to 

supply a white wing tip tuxedo shirt and black bow tie and appropriate footwear.  Dress shoes are 

preferred, but if you do not have dress shoes we have some shoes students can borrow and return.  

If a student has a tux shirt from middle school that still fits and has a wing-tip collar (where the tip 

of the collar folds back up) then you are welcome to use it and not order a new one.   

To make it easier we are not doing a group order for tux shirts and bow ties.  Instead we ask 

everyone that needs a tux shirt (new members and students who have outgrown their old one) to 

click on this link and purchase it as soon as possible.  Make sure you select the wing-tip collar and 

not the lay down collar.  The concert is not until December 8th but with Thanksgiving break coming 

up it will be important to place an order this week so that it arrives in time.  Please purchase from 

this link and not other places so that everyone looks the same.  This link includes both the shirt and 

a black bow tie.  With the tuxedo we supply the cummerbund so you do not need to purchase it.   

https://www.amazon.com/Berlioni-Tuxedo-Dress-Laydown-

Collar/dp/B07RCD4CM8/ref=sr_1_15_sspa?crid=PBO6NCHR3YAM&keywords=tuxedo%2Bshirt%2B

and%2Bbow%2Btie%2Bsets%2Bfor%2Bmen&qid=1667840684&sprefix=tuxedo%2Bshirt%2Band%2

Bb%2Caps%2C197&sr=8-15-spons&th=1&psc=1 

If you are wearing a concert dress you only need to supply dress shoes.  They can be heels or flats 

but they should be all black.  While it is popular to wear tennis shoes with dresses right now that 

would not be an appropriate choice for a concert uniform. 

If you have financial concerns about this purchase please email me and we can make an alternate 

plan. 

Thanks, 

 Mr. Smikahl 
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